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Abstract
Efficient medium access control (MAC) is a key part of any wireless network com-
munication architecture. MAC protocols are needed for nodes to access the shared
wireless medium efficiently. Providing high throughput is one of the primary goals
of the MAC protocols designed for wireless networks. MAC protocols for Wireless
Sensor and Ad hoc networks (WSANs) must also conserve energy as sensor nodes
have limited battery power. On the other hand, MAC protocols for Vehicular Ad hoc
networks (VANETs) must also adapt to the highly dynamic nature of the network. As
communication link failure is very common in VANETs because of the fast movement
of vehicles so quick reservation of packet transmission slots by vehicles is important.
In this thesis we propose two new distributed MAC algorithms. One is for WSANs
and the other one is for VANETs. We demonstrate using simulations that our algo-
rithms outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A communication network is a collection of nodes which communicate with each other
through different types of communication links such as cables, satellites, radio fre-
quency waves, and infrared waves. Based on communication link types, a communi-
cation network can be categorized as wired networks and wireless networks. Wireless
Networks can be further divided into infrastructure based and ad hoc based networks.
In infrastructure based networks, there are no direct communications between wire-
less nodes. Instead, nodes communicate with each other through access points. These
access points control medium access making the topology of the network very simple.
Moreover, these access points act as gateways if there is a necessity for nodes in one
network to communicate with nodes in other networks. On the other hand, ad hoc
wireless networks do not need access points. Nodes in this network category commu-
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nicate with each other directly and maintain connectivity in a decentralized manner.
As a result, each node has to implement a medium access control algorithm. Two very
important ad hoc wireless networks that are studied in this thesis are Wireless Sensor
and Ad hoc Networks (WSANs), and Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs).
Figure 1.1: Communication of sensor nodes with central station
Wireless Sensor and Ad hoc Networks (WSANs): WSANs are ad hoc networks
with a large number of small, inexpensive nodes deployed over geographical areas to
monitor physical or environmental conditions. Each of these nodes has a microcon-
troller, wireless transceiver, an antenna, a power source (normally a battery), memory,
and one or more sensors [3]. As shown in figure 1.1 these sensors collect relevant
data from the environment and then send or relay that data via the ad hoc network to
a central station. The central station can be queried to further process the data. As
the nodes are inexpensive and small in size, they have very limited resources (battery
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power, memory space, and processing speed). The nodes are often placed in environ-
ments where maintenance (e.g., replacement of battery or damaged nodes) is difficult.
The network lifetime thus depends on the energy efficiency of the sensors. So it is
necessary to design algorithms that minimize energy usage.
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs): MANETs are ad hoc networks comprising
mobile nodes. Nodes in MANETs can move in any direction without restrictions, lead-
ing to changes in neighbourhood structure, which, in turn, alters the network topology
in a frequent manner. This makes the design of network protocols harder. A class
of MANETs called Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) has seen a lot of research
activity in the last decade. Nodes in VANETs are vehicles that comply with street
traffic regulations while moving. VANETs support both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications which is shown in figure 1.2. In V2V
communications, vehicles exchange information with each other. V2I communications
involve message exchanges between vehicles and traffic lights or between vehicles and
roadside monitors known as road side units (RSUs). The vehicles can access the in-
ternet through RSUs. Each vehicle is equipped with a controller called on-board unit
(OBU) that supports the V2V and V2I communications.
The WHO Global status report on road safety 2013 [6] states that road accidents
3
Figure 1.2: V2V and V2I communications
cause around 1.24 million deaths and 20 – 50 million non-fatal injuries each year.
Moreover, according to the Texas Transportation Institute [5] the traffic congestion
cost in the US was approximately $115 billion based on wasted time and fuel. So it
is necessary to have some methods of communication between vehicles so that drivers
and passengers can be warned of accidents and traffic congestions that may exist ahead.
Also, different types of applications are required to improve driver and passenger com-
forts. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [5] support V2V and V2I communica-
tions by applying information technologies in vehicles and RSUs in order to improve
road safety and provide passenger and driver comforts. Therefore, VANETs form an
important part of ITS. In addition, ITS are used to increase the efficiency of transporta-
tion and reduce air pollution.
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1.1 Motivation for this thesis
In wireless networks, collisions happen when wireless nodes contend for the shared
medium. More specifically, when two nodes within each other’s radio range transmit
packets at the same time, or two packets are sent by nodes to the same destination
node at the same time, a collision is said to take place. Collisions waste energy, in-
crease packet delay, and decrease throughput. As pointed out earlier, nodes in WSANs
have limited energy, making it necessary to design energy efficient MAC protocols in
order for nodes to preserve battery power. This, in turn, prolongs the network lifetime.
In MAC protocol design for VANETs however, energy conservation is not as impor-
tant. One of the primary issues in VANETs is that the network topology changes very
rapidly, causing more collisions. So the quick access of the shared medium with less
collisions is important in designing MAC protocols for VANETs.
1.2 Objectives
The main objectives of this thesis are
• To design and implement a novel MAC protocol for WSANs that can reduce
energy consumption, decrease delay, and increase throughput.
• To design and implement a novel MAC protocol for VANETs that can adapt to
5
fast network topology changes.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows–
• Chapter 2 presents the basic TCP/IP architecture for communication networks;
then, the characteristics and applications of WSANs and VANETs are listed, and
some common challenges in designing wireless MAC protocols are presented.
• In chapter 3, the major sources of energy waste are described first. Next, some
existing wireless MAC protocols and some WSAN MAC protocols related to our
work are reviewed. Finally, our proposed MAC protocol Ad-ATMA for WSANs
is described and its performance is evaluated.
• Chapter 4 provides an overview of some TDMA-based VANET MAC protocols
related to our work. This is followed by a detailed description of our proposed
protocol ResVMAC. Finally, the performance of ResVMAC is evaluated and
compared with two related protocols.
• Some concluding remarks and future work are presented in Chapter 5.
6
Chapter 2
Characteristics, Applications, and Challenges in
WSANs and VANETs
This chapter starts with the simplified TCP/IP model which is a standard network ar-
chitecture model. The characteristics and applications of WSANs and VANETs are
explained next, followed by a discussion of some challenges in designing MAC proto-
cols for wireless networks. Finally, some metrics used for evaluating MAC protocols
are introduced.
2.1 TCP/IP: A Standard Network Architecture
The sender and receiver must complete some complex tasks in order to facilitate com-
munication in a communication network. To complete these tasks smoothly, the total
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tasks are divided into sub-tasks and depicted as layers in hierarchical architectures,
each of which defines a different set of sub-tasks/layers. These include the seven lay-
ered Open System Interconnection (OSI) architecture and the widely used five layered
TCP/IP architecture which is shown in figure 2.1. As the TCP/IP architecture is the de
facto standard today, we describe the TCP/IP model below.
Figure 2.1: Five layered TCP/IP Model
Physical Layer: The physical (bottom) layer implements modulation, transmis-
sion, and receiving techniques [10]. This layer has the following responsibilities:
• Converting bit streams into analogue signals.
• Sending signals over the shared medium or receiving analogue signals from the
shared medium.
• Converting the received signals to bit streams and sending them to the layer
above it.
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• Employing the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) scheme to measure the energy
level of the medium and uses that to detect whether the medium is free or not.
Data Link Layer: This is the second lowest layer of TCP/IP model, residing
above the physical layer and below the network layer. This layer is logically divided
into two sub-layers namely, the Logical Link Control (LLC) and MAC sub-layers.
The LLC sub-layer connects the MAC sub-layer and the network layer. The MAC
sub-layer defines how the shared medium is accessed among devices. It also uses
the error control techniques for reliable communication between network devices. In
general, MAC protocols are designed to optimize performance metrics like throughput
and delay. However, MAC protocols for WSANs should be energy-efficient and MAC
protocols for VANETs should perform in networks of fast moving vehicles.
Network Layer: The functions of this layer are efficient route discovery, address-
ing, and routing. The primary concern in the design of routing protocols for WSANs
is the energy consumption. The sensors have limited battery power and they need to
deliver data in such a way so that little energy is consumed. Frequent network topology
changes and fragmentation are the main concerns for the routing protocols in VANETs.
In general two types of routing are used: proactive routing (LSR, FSR [41]) and re-
active routing (AODV [43], DSR [31]). In proactive routing each node maintains a
routing table. Frequent control packets are sent in order to keep the table up-to-date
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that consumes more energy. Furthermore, it may not be possible to discover a path
due to the network partition that occurs when the nodes move with high velocities.
On the other hand, the reactive routing discovers a path on demand which takes less
control packets. This way, however, more time is needed to establish a path. Also,
this algorithm may not adapt to the frequently changing network topology caused by
mobile nodes.
Transport Layer: The transport layer is responsible for reliable or unreliable end-
to-end delivery of data between the sender and the receiver. It also implements flow
and congestion control. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used for reliable
data delivery and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used for unreliable delivery.
The TCP congestion control algorithm was designed for wired networks, and assumes
that packets are lost only due to network congestion resulting in buffer overflow. How-
ever, in wireless networks packet loss happens not only due to congestion but also due
to attenuation, reflection, refraction, diffraction, and scattering. So the traditional TCP
is not suitable and, therefore, many variants or extensions of TCP have been proposed
for wireless networks.
Application Layer: The top layer of TCP/IP model is the application layer. The
host programs access the network using this layer.
10
2.2 Characteristics and Applications of WSNs
WSNs have the following characteristics and applications:
2.2.1 Characteristics of WSANs
The main characteristics of WSANs are as follows [9, 55]:
• Limited Resources: Sensor nodes have limited computational power, bandwidth,
and memory capacity. They use a short-range transceiver to communicate with
other nodes.
• Network lifetime: The battery capacity of the sensor nodes are limited, and
nodes fail when their batteries are depleted. So energy efficient protocols are
necessary to increase the longevity of the networks.
• Dense, ad hoc deployment: A large number of nodes are deployed densely in
the area of interest. The deployment is often ad hoc rather than planned.
• Ability to cope with node failures: As nodes may die because of depleted batter-
ies, WSANs must have the ability to adapt to node failures.
• Ability to tolerate hostile environmental conditions: Nodes may be deployed in
harsh environments such as forests, war zones, or harmful industrial environ-
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ments. WSANs must, therefore, be able to function in hostile environments.
2.2.2 Applications of WSANs
In WSANs, wireless sensors are designed to monitor temperature, humidity, lighting
conditions, pressure, and noise level [25, 8]. As a result, WSANs can be used in a wide
variety of applications. These applications can be grouped into the following areas.
• Military Applications: WSANs can be an essential part of military command,
control, communications, computing, intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance,
and targeting (C4ISRT) systems [10]. The wireless sensor nodes are cheap so the
use of WSANs is a cost effective way of target tracking, battle field surveillance,
and battle damage assessment [34].
• Environmental Applications: WSANs can be used in continuous data collection
for an extended period of time to detect forest fires, floods, and pollution. Sensor
nodes can be deployed in a forest and whenever a fire is detected the system
could notify authorities before the fire gets out of control. Floods can be detected
early using WSANs [14]. The ALERT flood detection system [17, 55] consists
of different types of sensor nodes deployed over a large area where the nodes
are used to measure rainfall, water levels, and other weather information. These
sensors collect data and send them to a central station for further processing.
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• Health Applications: In hospitals, WSANs track and monitor the positions and
conditions of patients, and if a patient is in critical condition, the hospital staff is
automatically notified [26, 37].
• Habitat Monitoring: WSANs are also used to monitor habitats. For example,
they detect the environmental changes that occur in the burrows and their sur-
roundings during breeding seasons of small seabirds, the access pattern of the
nesting burrows by the parents between incubation and feeding [36].
• Home Applications: Sensor nodes can be attached to home appliances such as
vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, DVD players [44], and water monitoring systems
[33] to manage the appliances locally or remotely [10].
• Industrial Applications: In industrial automation such as process control, build-
ing automation, and access control, wired sensor networks have been used. But
the cost of wiring and maintaining the sensor networks, the safety concerns of
using cables in dangerous areas, and different protocols for different sensors
make WSANs suitable [53].
2.3 Characteristics and Applications of VANETs
The characteristics and applications of VANETs are given below:
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2.3.1 Characteristics of VANETs
Although VANETs and MANETs have some characteristics in common, VANETs
have some unique features that are described below [11]:
• Highly Dynamic Topology: Due to the fast movement of vehicles, the network
topology of VANETs can change very quickly. This makes conventional MAC
protocols unsuitable for VANETs.
• Variable Node Density: In VANETs, the number of vehicles in a region varies
over time and is dependant on the situation. Node density is typically low in
rural areas but high in urban areas.
• Fast Node Movement: Vehicles can move very fast in VANETs. When two
vehicles move in opposite directions at very high speeds (e.g., 100 km/h), they
remain in each other’s radio range for a very short period. MAC protocols for
VANETs should consider the frequent link failure due to the high mobility.
• Predictable Network Topology: The movements of nodes can be predicted better
than in general MANETs because they move on roads, follow traffic signals, and
road signs [29, 16, 56].
• Available Battery Power: There is no limitation of battery power. Thus VANET
14
protocols do not have a great need to be energy-efficient.
• Enough computational resources: Each vehicle is equipped with Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS), a high speed CPU, and many sensors. These resources
help the vehicles to get exact information about their current position, speed, and
direction [39] and run computationally complex algorithms.
2.3.2 Applications of VANETs
Each vehicle gets location information and data from the on-board GPS and sensors
respectively. It communicates and shares information with other vehicles that are in
close proximity to it. The uses of resources and the communication with others provide
road safety and passenger comfort. The applications that are available in VANETs can
be categorized into two types [11]:
• Non-Safety applications: These applications are used to provide comfort to
the drivers and passengers by providing different types of information such as
weather and traffic information. Users can also get information about nearby
restaurants, hotels, and gas stations. In addition to that, they can receive or send
text messages, access the internet, and play on-line games if the vehicle is con-
nected to infrastructure [60, 29, 64].
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• Safety applications: The safety applications help to improve road safety and
avoid accidents. These applications provide warning about accidents, violation
of traffic signals and stop signs [39], intersection collisions, approaching emer-
gency vehicles, lane changes, wrong way driving, dangerous road conditions,
post crash, pedestrian crossings [27], and much more.
2.4 Challenges in designing Wireless MAC protocols
Efficient medium access is one of the key concerns during communication in both
wired and wireless networks. MAC protocols designed for wired networks are not
suitable for wireless networks because of some inherent challenges in wireless medium
that are described next.
Signal Fading: Vehicles, buildings, and trees serve as obstacles to radio signal
propagation over the wireless medium. Radio signal propagates to the receiver on
multiple paths due to reflection, refraction, scattering, and diffraction. This causes
signal fading; signals may vary in length, may reach to the receiver at overlapping
times because of the multipath propagation effect, and data may not be decoded by the
receiver due to the phase distortion and inter-symbol interference.
Bandwidth: In WSANs and VANETs, nodes may not get the chance to access the
channel for long period of time due to the limited bandwidth. So, effective bandwidth
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allocation method is required for both WSANs and VANETs.
Half-duplex radio: In wired networks, the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) technique is used to access the shared medium. In
CSMA/CD, a node does not start sending data if it senses any ongoing transmission
and if it detects any collision during its data transmission then it terminates the trans-
mission immediately. On the other hand, nodes use half-duplex radios in WSANs and
VANETs thus they cannot detect collisions while transmitting.
Figure 2.2: The Hidden Terminal Problem
Hidden Terminal Problem: The hidden terminal problem is one of the primary
problems in multi-hop wireless networks that cause collision. Even when nodes use
the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) technique, this problem occurs when more
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than one sender that are not within each other’s radio range transmit data at the same
time and a collision happens at the receiver. Figure 2.2 illustrates this problem. The
three nodes are labelled A, B, and C. Circles centered at node positions represent the
radio ranges of each node. Note that A and B are not within each other’s radio range.
A transmits data to C at time t and B does not know about the transmission as B is out
of the radio range of A. B transmits at time t+1. As a result, packets from A and B
collide at C.
Figure 2.3: The Exposed Terminal Problem
Exposed Terminal problem: The exposed terminal problem causes unnecessary
delay. In figure 2.3 A and B are within the radio range of C but A and B are not within
each other’s radio range. C is transmitting data to A at time t. B wants to transmit
data to another node at time t+1. But it detects the transmission of C and waits until
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the transmission is over. However, since A is not within the radio range of B, it would
not experience a collision if B transmitted its packet. Unless B detects this scenario it
would wait, thus adding packet delay.
Security [13]: This is a major issue in wireless networks. The transmitted mes-
sages can be eavesdropped on and false messages can be inserted by the outsider. If
the nodes are placed in hostile environments then attackers can take control over the
nodes, may access sensitive information, and possibly change their behaviour. Also, if
the topology changes dynamically then compromised nodes may broadcast false route
or location information to others.
2.5 Metrics for evaluating MAC protocols
As mentioned earlier, WSAN nodes are typically placed in unattended areas where it
is difficult to change batteries. Therefore, efficient use of battery power is required
to prolong the network lifetime. So, energy consumption should be considered as the
main metric in designing MAC protocol for WSANs. The other metrics are scalability,
adaptability to network changes, latency, throughput, and fairness [23].
On the contrary, VANETs should take care of adaptability to rapid network changes,
time responsiveness, average number of packet delivered, average number of packet
collisions, throughput, reliability, fairness, and Quality of Service (QoS)[13].
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Chapter 3
Ad-ATMA : A Novel Medium Access Control Protocol
for Wireless Sensor and Ad hoc Networks
Our proposed MAC protocol for WSANs is presented in this chapter. Section 3.1 re-
views the major sources of energy waste in WSANs. Existing wireless MAC protocols
are surveyed in section 3.2. Some MAC protocols related to our work are described in
detail in section 3.3. In section 3.4 our proposed MAC protocol is specified. Finally,
Section 3.5 outlines our metrics and provides the performance evaluation of Ad-ATMA
through simulation experiments.
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3.1 Major sources of energy waste in WSAN MAC protocols
Energy is typically wasted from idle listening, overhearing, collision, and control
packet overhead [19, 7].
Idle Listening: When the radio of a sensor node is on but the medium is free then
the sensor node listens the medium idly. As a result, energy is wasted. More specif-
ically, when data is generated in bursts, sensor nodes send data for small amounts of
time but nodes listen to the medium idly the rest of the time they are awake. We
note that MicaZ motes and Tmote Sky motes exhibit power consumption ratios of
1.13(receive):1(send):1.13(idle) and 1.11(receive):1(send):1.11(idle) [4, 48] which im-
plies that nodes waste significant amount of energy due to idle listening.
Overhearing: Overhearing occurs when a node receives a packet which is not
destined for it. Nodes use early rejection and message passing techniques to avoid
message overhearing. In the early rejection technique, if nodes find that the message is
not destined for it after decoding the header then it discards the remaining message. On
the other hand, using message passing techniques, nodes can go to sleep if the message
is not destined for itself. The nodes can get the duration of the message transmission
from the RTS/CTS control packet and thus turn off their radios for the duration of the
transmission.
Collision: Collisions happen when more than one transmitted packets are received
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by a receiver at overlapping times. As a result, the receiver cannot decode the packets.
The main causes of collision occurring is the hidden terminal problem and the prop-
agation delay (time required for the first bit of a packet to reach from the sender to
the receiver) of packets. The collision forces the senders to send the packet again thus
increases the delay.
Control Packet Overhead: Exchanging control packets among nodes is another
source of energy wastage. MAC protocols often require the exchange of control pack-
ets for synchronization, neighbour and route discovery, and coordinating communica-
tion.
3.2 Existing Wireless MAC protocols
There are many ways to classify existing wireless MAC protocols. One way is to
divide them into contention-based, contention-free, and hybrid protocols.
Contention-based protocols allow nodes to access the medium with very few re-
strictions. In contention-based protocols, nodes contend for the shared medium and
this causes collisions. These protocols often incorporate strategies to reduce the num-
ber of collisions, like the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) in the IEEE802.11
family. In DCF, a node senses the channel first for DIFS (Distributed Inter Frame
Space) amount of time before transmitting and if the channel is free then it sends data
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immediately. Otherwise it waits for the transmission to over, waits DIFS amount of
time and uses a random backoff to avoid the collision which is shown in figure 3.1. It
chooses a uniform random value between 1 and the Contention Window (CW) and sets
a countdown timer to that value. Initially, the CW is set to CWmin. During this count-
ing if the channel becomes busy again then it freezes its counter and when the channel
becomes idle, it waits DIFS amount of time again and then resumes the counter. It
starts transmitting when the timer value reaches to zero. After receiving packet the
receiver waits SIFS (Short Inter Frame Space) amount of time and then sends an ACK.
If collision happens during the transmission the sender doubles the CW and it keeps
doubling the CW for each transmission collision until it reaches to CWmax.
Figure 3.1: Unicast data transmission using IEEE 802.11 (adapted from [51])
The RTS/CTS mechanism shown in figure 3.2 is used to avoid the hidden terminal
problem and the exposed terminal problem. After waiting DIFS amount of time a
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sender sends a RTS (Request to send) control packet which includes the receiver ID
and the amount of time it wants to reserve the channel for transmitting data. After
receiving the RTS, every neighbour sets its network allocation vector (NAV) for the
whole data transmission period. If the receiver can accept this packet, it waits for SIFS
amount of time and then replies with a CTS (clear to send) control packet that contains
the duration for transmitting the data. So all the neighbours of the receiver can update
their timetable or NAVs after detecting the CTS.
Figure 3.2: RTS/CTS mechanism for the hidden terminal problem
(adapted from [51])
Contention-free (Reservation-based) protocols (attempt to) prevent contention
during packet transmission by explicitly scheduling packets. Frequency division mul-
tiple access (FDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA), and time division mul-
tiple access (TDMA) are examples of contention-free MAC protocols. In FDMA, the
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available frequency band is partitioned into number of channels and each channel is
assigned to at most one node at any time. Thus the nodes can access their channels
without any collisions. On the other hand, the ability of the receiver to tune to the chan-
nel that is used by the transmitter during communication, the narrowband nature of the
communication and frequency synchronization make the implementation of FDMA
complex. In CDMA, each node is assigned with a unique code that helps each node
to access the shared medium without any contention but managing the codes is not
simple. TDMA is considered the most suitable for WSAN and VANET nodes. In
TDMA, each frequency channel is split into number of time slots and these slots are
allocated to nodes. Nodes can access the medium in their own time slot without any
collisions. To avoid overspreading of the channel in adjoining time slots, tight time
synchronization is required and this can be achieved using one of the many good time
synchronization algorithms that have been proposed in the literature [54].
Hybrid protocols attempt to combine the advantages of contention-free and contention-
based protocols by allowing an initial contention period which is used by nodes to
reserve time slots and then a contention-free period during which nodes that with re-
served slots transmit their data without collisions.
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3.3 Existing WSAN MAC protocols
Some WSAN MAC protocols are TDMA based, e.g., [28, 38], while others are contention-
based protocols [61, 58]. TDMA-based protocols are intrinsically more energy effi-
cient due to the absence of collisions. However, it is hard to design fully distributed
TDMA protocols. Contention-based MAC protocols for WSANs can be further clas-
sified as synchronous and asynchronous.
3.3.1 Asynchronous Protocols
Asynchronous protocols (e.g., BMAC [45], WiseMAC [24], and XMAC [20]) allow
nodes to have independent sleep-listen schedules, but with fixed-length sleeping pe-
riods. A sender having data to send must precede the data packet with an extended
preamble (at least as long as the sleep period of the receiver). Typically, asynchronous
protocols perform worse in heavy loads. This is due to lack of clock synchrony and
also due to the higher latency and lower throughput, caused by the long preambles
preceding data packets.
Berkley-MAC (B-MAC) [45] is an asynchronous protocol that is decentralized in
nature. In B-MAC, nodes do not need any explicit synchronization during commu-
nication. Nodes use a low power listening (LPL) mode to sample the channel each
time after periodic wake up to detect transmitted packets. As there is no explicit syn-
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chronization so sender must send a preamble that is longer than each node’s sampling
period. So after wake up, receiver senses the preamble and receives the packet. Re-
ceivers using WiseMAC [24] send their wake up schedules in the acknowledgement
packets. Therefore, sender knows the wake up time of the receiver thus shortens the
preamble.
Figure 3.3: Illustration of B-MAC and X-MAC (adapted from [7])
X-MAC [20] improves on B-MAC by shortening the extended preamble as pre-
sented in figure 3.3. Long preambles result in wasted energy due to the overhearing
problems at the non-receivers to check if this is destined for them. Also, the receiver
has to wait the whole preamble period even if it wakes up at the beginning or in the
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middle of a preamble and that causes energy wastage both at sender and receiver.
Moreover, the long preamble increases the latency at each hop and thus decreases
throughput. X-MAC uses a set of short preambles rather than a long preamble that
helps to avoid overhearing problem by including the receiver ID in the preambles so
that nodes other than the receiver can go back to sleep quickly. If the intended receiver
wakes up early then after getting the ID in the preamble it sends acknowledgement to
the sender and that helps the sender to stop sending the remaining preambles. Thus
X-MAC reduces energy consumption and decreases latency.
3.3.2 Synchronous Protocols
In synchronous approaches like SMAC [61], TRAMA [46], and ADV-MAC [49] nodes
synchronize their sleep-listen schedule with their neighbours.
3.3.2.1 Traffic-Adaptive MAC (TRAMA)
TRAMA [46] is an energy-aware, collision free MAC protocol based on TDMA.
TRAMA does not assign any time slot to nodes that have no packets to send. It uses
a distributed election scheme to select a node that can use a particular slot. The traffic
information at each node is used as selection criteria. The TRAMA frame has two
parts. The first part is known as reservation period used to exchange two-hop neigh-
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bours information and their schedules using neighbour protocol (NP) and schedule
exchange protocol (SEP). After that Adaptive Election Algorithm (AEA) selects the
transmitter and receiver in order to send data without any collisions in the second part
which is schedule-access period. However, it uses many control packets and a lot of
computation is required to schedule the nodes for transmitting the packets.
Figure 3.4: Listen period and Sleep period of SMAC (adapted from [19])
3.3.2.2 Sensor MAC (SMAC)
SMAC [61] is an energy efficient contention-based protocol. In order to conserve
energy, SMAC introduces a sleep period just after the listen period and follows a pe-
riodic listen-sleep cycle. As shown in figure 3.4 the listen period is further divided
into a SYNC period and a data period. During the SYNC period a node exchanges its
schedule information with its neighbours. Thus a virtual cluster of nodes that follow
the same schedule is formed. In the data period, each node uses the IEEE 802.11 pro-
tocol with the RTS/CTS mechanism to send a packet. The node that sends the RTS
first accesses the medium and other neighbouring nodes go to sleep. The sleep period
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of SMAC is set at the beginning of node deployment. Note that a longer sleep pe-
riod allows nodes to conserve more energy but increases latency. On the other hand,
latency can be reduced by making the sleep period smaller that increases the energy
consumption. The static sleep period makes SMAC inefficient in variable traffic load.
Figure 3.5: Difference between TMAC and SMAC (adapted from [19])
3.3.2.3 Timeout MAC (TMAC)
In SMAC, nodes sense the medium in the listen period even if the medium is free that
causes energy waste due to idle listening. TMAC [58] reduces this energy consumption
by adapting the listen period dynamically. A listening timeout mechanism is used
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when the node does not receive any packet for a certain period of time known as TA
period in the listen period and goes to sleep after the TA period. Thus TMAC increases
the sleep period and conserves energy. The TA period is greater than the time requires
a hidden node to receive the RTS, can be expressed as TA > (T + R + C) where T is
the duration of the maximum contention window (CWmax), R is the length of the RTS,
and C is the time interval between the RTS packet and CTS packet. Figure 3.5 shows
that TMAC conserves more energy than SMAC by dynamically adjusting the listen
period.
Figure 3.6: Example of ADV-MAC (adapted from [7])
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3.3.2.4 Advertisement-Based MAC (ADV-MAC)
Although TMAC reduces energy waste due to idle listening, nodes still listen the
medium idly if they hear a CTS or RTS even if they are not the part of the trans-
missions. A better way of energy consumption is proposed in ADV-MAC [49] which
is shown in figure 3.6. ADV-MAC also works well under different traffic conditions
like TMAC. In ADV-MAC, the listen period is now divided into SYNC period, ADV
period, and data period. The ADV period is split into several slots. A node wishing to
transmit data randomly selects a slot and waits for its slot time. If the channel is free at
the beginning of the chosen slot, it transmits a small ADV packet that contains the re-
ceiver ID. If the channel is busy then it randomly picks another slot from the remaining
slots and waits again for its slot time. All nodes except the senders and the receivers
go to sleep in the data period. In the data period, senders wait random amounts of time
before sending RTS and the sender that sends the RTS first continues its transmission.
A sender uses a single RTS for all its data packets. The neighbours of the sender other
than the receiver switch their radios off for the duration of the transmission indicated
in the RTS packet. Note that receivers do not send ACK upon receiving ADV packets.
So if an ADV packet collides, the intended receivers are asleep in data period. If this
happens, a sender times out as no CTS is received and also goes to sleep.
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3.3.2.5 Advertisement-Based TDMA (ATMA)
ATMA [50] is a distributed algorithm running at all nodes (that are assumed to be
closely synchronized), and divides time into frames. Figure 3.7 illustrates a typical
trace of ATMA. Each frame has two parts - a contention window and a data window.
The contention window is used to schedule data transmissions in the data window
without any contention or collisions in the ideal case. ATMA calls the contention
window the ADV (Advertisement) period, and packets transmitted in this window are
called ADV packets. Nodes use ADV packets to both inform receivers as well as
reserve data slots. Each ADV packet has the sender and receiver IDs and the data
slot (in the data window) that the sender would like to reserve. Nodes receiving ADV
packets send an acknowledgement called A-ACK to inform all nodes in the senders
two-hop neighbourhood about the upcoming data transmission.
The contention window is divided into microslots which are typically smaller than
ADV packet durations. This is a key feature of ATMA. Each node that has packets to
send chooses a microslot number, and starts a countdown timer at the beginning of the
contention window with this number. This timer is paused whenever the node senses
the medium to be busy. When this timer eventually expires, the node transmits its
ADV packet. If the receiver receives this packet, an ACK packet is sent immediately.
If there is a collision, or the packet is corrupted in the network, no ACK is sent. Note
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that this freezing of the timer implies that some nodes may not get a chance to send an
ADV packet in a frame even though it chose a valid microslot number. We say a node is
frozen out if this happens. Nodes that experience collisions or being frozen out attempt
to transmit the ADV packet again in the next frame. There is a tradeoff involved in
choosing the number of microslots: the finer the division of time the lower the collision
probability but the tighter the time synchronization required. Of course, slow hardware
and non-real-time operating systems on most available sensor nodes limit the time
synchronization accuracy achievable in practice. Our proposed algorithm Ad-ATMA
outperforms ATMA without using more energy, by dealing carefully with frozen out
nodes. Note that unlike ATMA, Ad-ATMA reserves slots in only one frame at a time.
However, Ad-ATMA can be easily modified to handle multi-frame reservations.
Figure 3.7: Example of ATMA (adapted from [7])
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3.3.2.6 Adaptive MAC (AdAMAC)
AdAMAC [7] is another recent protocol that removes some limitations of ATMA and
provides better performance. In AdAMAC, the contention window is known as reser-
vation period and the data period represents the data window. Like ATMA, it follows
the same contention procedure for reserving a data slot. Moreover, it prioritizes the
nodes that have contended for a data slot in the contention window but due to colli-
sions or run out of time unable to reserve data slots in the data window. To prioritize
these unsuccessful nodes AdAMAC makes the reservation period ( RSVmax) half for
that unsuccessful nodes and continues reducing by half until it reaches to RSVmin. If
any unsuccessful node reserves a data slot successfully then from next attempt it uses
the RSVmax again. Reducing the reservation period increases the probability of colli-
sions so the unsuccessful nodes contend in one of the frames from the upcoming two
successive frames only if the number of senders greater than a certain threshold.
It also uses RSV/ACK1/ACK2 mechanism instead of ADV/A-ACK mechanism
of ATMA so that more sender can contend in the contention window. In ATMA, the
neighbours of the sender but not the receiver assume that the sender has reserved the
intended data slot even if the sender does not get any ACK1 (similar to A-ACK) from
the receiver. Thus those neighbours of that sender do not contend for that data slot. To
solve this problem, AdAMAC introduces a small ACK2 packet which is sent by the
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sender to the receiver immediately after getting the ACK1 packet from the receiver so
that all the neighbours of the sender are aware of the transmission within that reserved
data slot. If the neighbours do not hear the ACK2 from that sender then they know that
the data slot is not reserved by the sender and they can contend for that data slot.
Figure 3.8: Frozen out nodes are unable to send their ADV packets in ATMA
3.4 Algorithm Ad-ATMA : Our Proposed MAC Protocol
In ATMA, some nodes that pick random microslots in the Advertisement period do
not get the chance to access the medium because they run out of time. So they con-
tend again in the next frame. Thus energy consumption and latency are increased and
throughput is decreased. As presented in figure 3.8, although node D, E,and F have
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picked random microslots, the Contention window is over before they get the chance
to access the medium.
Ad-ATMA improves on the ATMA algorithm by splitting the contention window
into two parts which is shown in figure3.9. The first part is called the Selection Window
and has the same function as the contention window of ATMA. The second part is
known as the Surplus Window. This is used to allow nodes frozen out in the Selection
Window to transmit their ADV packets. No other packets are sent in the Surplus
Window.
Figure 3.9: Frame Structure of Ad-ATMA
For fair comparison, the Selection and Surplus Windows should together equal the
contention window in ATMA and AdAMAC. As shown in figure 3.10 now the senders
A, B, C, D, E, and F choose random micro slots within the Selection Window rather
choosing within the whole contention window like ATMA (figure3.8). Thus D and E
also get the chance of sending data in this frame that decreases delay and increases
throughput.
Setting the value of the Selection Window is not straightforward. Intuitively, re-
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Figure 3.10: Frozen out nodes are also sending their ADV packets in Ad-ATMA
ducing the Selection Window increases the probability of collisions and increasing the
Surplus Window allows frozen out nodes to successfully send ADV packets. Having
a Surplus Window is beneficial when the benefit of having frozen out nodes sending
their ADV packets outweighs the extra delay caused by collisions. Intuitively for very
small number of senders, there are very few frozen out nodes and having small Sur-
plus Windows suffices. When there is a very large number of nodes, we expect that
any reduction in the Selection Window will increase in collisions and will probably
outweigh the gains from having fewer frozen out nodes. However at moderate values
of senders there is a significant performance gain to be had from the splitting of the
contention window. This intuition is borne out in our simulations.
All of this intuition still does not explain how to set the value of the Selection Win-
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dow. In Ad-ATMA we adaptively set the Selection Window by estimating the number
of neighbouring senders (Section 3.4.1) and choosing the best Selection Window for
that number of senders (Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Estimating the number of neighbouring senders
A node running Ad-ATMA cannot directly measure the number of senders in its neigh-
bourhood. So it indirectly estimates this number by observing the contention window
(Selection and Surplus Windows) and counting the number of microslots with col-
lisions and those in which successful ADV packets are transmitted. Then it uses a
formula similar to that in RMAC [22], and sets the estimated number of senders as
#senders = # successful packets +2 #collisions.
3.4.2 Choice of the best Selection Window
We choose the best size for the Selection Window given the number of senders using
simulation experiments. We assume every node has packets to send at every frame
for a fixed number of frames. We generate random deployments of nodes fixing the
number of neighbours a node has and fix the size of the Selection Window. All nodes
run Ad-ATMA to send packets for a fixed number of frames. We measure the num-
ber of microslots in which a single ADV packet was transmitted and the number of
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microslots with collisions. We repeat the experiment for different numbers of senders
and different sizes of the Selection Window. We select the best value of the Selection
Window from the measurements using a weighted sum of the number of collisions
produced and the number of successful packets transmitted as the objective function.
The weights used were the relative energy consumption of transmitting and receiving
for real sensors [1, 4].
Figure 3.11: Best Selection Window with fixed contetion window
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In figure 3.11 we plot the best Selection Window values in single-hop (all nodes
are within each others radio range) and multi-hop networks that we have found from
our experiments. The best Selection Window decreases with the number of senders
initially because bigger Surplus Windows help reduce the number of frozen out nodes.
However, when the number of senders are high, increasing the Selection Window re-
duces collisions and this outweighs the benefit from fewer frozen out nodes.
3.4.3 Effects of hidden terminal problem on the Selection Window
In single-hop networks, if a node starts transmitting all nodes can hear the transmis-
sion as they are within each other’s radio range so there is no hidden terminal problem.
Collisions only happen when more than one nodes pick the same microslot value. On
the other hand, the hidden terminal problem is obvious in multi-hop networks. If more
than one packets reach to the receiver at overlapping times then receiver is unable to
extract the information of those packets. So for the same number of senders more
collisions happen in multi-hop networks than in single-hop networks. As a result,
The Selection Window values in multi-hop networks are larger than in single-hop net-
works. Since collisions due to the hidden terminal problem increases with the number
of senders so the best Selection Window in multi-hop networks increases more quickly
than in single-hop networks. Figure 3.11 shows that for the number of sender more
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than 14 the size of the Selection Window in multi-hop networks is equal to the size
of contention window because the loss due to the collisions outweigh the benefit of
having smaller Selection Window (larger Surplus Window).
3.4.4 Other heuristics
We add one heuristic to the steps to improve performance when the number of senders
is very low. Intuitively when there are very few nodes, it makes sense to allow nodes
to send more than one packet in a frame to reduce latency. Also, when there are
very few nodes sending packets there could be collisions due to random choices (and
not congestion) and rather than waiting a frame to try to retransmit it makes sense to
attempt the retransmission in the current frame.
Putting these intuitions together, Ad-ATMA allows nodes to send a second ADV
packet in a frame provided the number of senders is low. Ad-ATMA assumes that the
number of senders is low if at least 70% of the microslots in the previous frame are
empty. If the number of senders is low a node chooses a microslot randomly from the
microslots remaining in the entire contention window (not just the Selection Window)
and attempts to transmit a second ADV packet in that microslot.
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3.4.5 Ad-ATMA description
Ad-ATMA runs in a distributed manner at each node. In each frame a node listens to
the entire contention window.
1. At the start of each frame, each sender computes the estimated number of neigh-
bouring senders, chooses a random microslot n in the Selection Window, starts
a countdown timer at n and listens to the channel.
2. As soon as a node detects a microslot in use it freezes its timer until the channel
is free again.
3. When the timer expires it sends the ADV packet. If the receiver gets the ADV
pkt, it sends an ACK packet immediately. The sender upon receiving an ACK
sends another ACK so that all nodes within the one-hop neighbourhood of the
sender and receiver learn about the upcoming data transmission.
4. If the timer does not expire but the frame ends or too few microslots are left
when the timer expires, the node tries to send the ADV packet in the next frame.
5. Those nodes that successfully reserved data slots transmit packets in the data
slot. The nodes that do not send or receive packets in this frame are free to sleep
through the entire data window.
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3.5 Performance Evaluation
We implemented Ad-ATMA, ATMA, and AdAMAC in Matlab R2013a. We did not
simulate SMAC, TMAC, ADVMAC as [50] showed that ATMA outperforms all of
them in terms of energy consumption, latency, and throughput.
3.5.1 Our Model
We assume that our WSAN consists of nodes placed randomly in a rectangular two-
dimensional region free of obstacles. Nodes are assumed to be identical and static,
i.e., they do not change positions after deployment. We assume that the nodes are
capable of sensing the channel and distinguishing between an idle channel, a single
packet transmission in progress, and collisions (two or more packets being transmitted
simultaneously). We assume that time is discretized and that all nodes operate in
synchrony. Thus we assume implicitly that there is reasonable clock synchrony among
nodes. We do not assume the presence of a routing infrastructure for our algorithm,
since this is typically built using the MAC protocol.
We use two very simple models of traffic. The random traffic model assumes that
each node generates a packet with probability p at each time step. The bursty traffic
model assumes that a burst of data packets is generated at each sender periodically.
Packet destinations are chosen uniformly at random from neighbours of the sender.
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3.5.2 Our Metrics
We evaluate the performance of our algorithm using latency, packet delivery ratio
(PDR), and energy consumption as our metrics. Latency is the time taken by data
packets in travelling from the senders to the receivers. We will use both the latency
distribution as well as the average latency to compare algorithms. PDR is the frac-
tion of data packets successfully delivered to the intended receivers. We measure the
fractions of time a node is asleep, idle listening and transmitting or receiving. We
approximate energy consumed by nodes from these times using energy consumption
figures obtained from real sensor hardware.
3.5.3 Simulation details
We simulate the algorithms in both single-hop and multi-hop networks. Most parame-
ters are similar to [50]. We set the transmission rate to 250 kbps, the simulation time to
400 sec, and averaged measurements over 50 runs. The duration of frame is 236.4 ms
and the duration of Contention Window is 12.8 ms. ADV slots are 0.1 ms long. The
data slots are 12ms each. An ADV packet and the two ACKs are together 2 ms long.
The radio range of each node is set to 100 m. Each packet is sent to a node chosen
randomly from the senders one hop neighbours. We have also plotted the errorbars for
latency plots that are very close to the mean values and almost impossible to notice.
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Figure 3.12: Latency vs Number of senders
3.5.4 Results for Single-hop networks using bursty traffic model
2-20 nodes are deployed randomly in an area of 50 m x 50 m. Nodes generate data
packets in bursts of 3.5 sec at intervals of 20 sec. One data packet is generated per
node per frame in a burst. Figure 3.12 shows that Ad-ATMA has 10-53% lower la-
tency than AdAMAC and 22-58% lower latency than ATMA for upto 16 senders. For
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higher number of senders the Surplus Window is small and so Ad-ATMA shows less
improvement.
Figure 3.13: PDR vs Number of senders
All three algorithms deliver almost 100% packets which is shown in figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.14: Latency distributions of delivered packets
We plotted the latency distribution for 20 senders in figure 3.14 which shows that
Ad-ATMA has lower latency variation than both AdAMAC and ATMA.
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Figure 3.15: Latency vs data rate
Next, we varied the traffic load from 0.4 pkts/sec to 5 pkts/sec by keeping the
number of nodes fixed at 10. Figure 3.15 shows that Ad-ATMA can reduces latency
up to almost 20% less than AdAMAC and upto 40% less than ATMA.
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Figure 3.16: Latency distributions of delivered packets (1.56 pkts/sec)
Figure 3.16 shows the latency distribution of delivered packets, and Ad-ATMA is
seen to have a much lower delay variation than the other two algorithms.
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Figure 3.17: PDR vs Data Rate
In figure 3.17, we see that for higher data rates, Ad-ATMA has 13% higher PDR
than AdAMAC and 26% higher than ATMA.
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Figure 3.18: Effect of second attempt
The last figure (figure 3.18) of this section shows the effect of second attempt
heuristic. Ad-ATMA allows senders to attempt second time if the number of sender
is low. As a result, Ad-ATMA provides significantly better performance for senders
upto 4 and after that Ad-ATMA shows slight improvement with the second attempt
heuristic.
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3.5.5 Results for Multi-hop networks using bursty traffic model
In this set of simulations, nodes were deployed randomly over an area of 300m x 300m
to create multi-hop networks. Nodes use the same bursty traffic model to generate
packets in burst. Node degree is varied from 1 to 10.
Figure 3.19: Multi-hop: Latency vs number of senders
Figure 3.19 shows that Ad-ATMA provides 10-69% latency reduction over AdAMAC
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and 16-71% over ATMA for 1-8 senders. The improvements decrease for higher num-
bers of senders due to collisions from hidden nodes.
Figure 3.20: Multi-hop: Latency vs number of senders
Figure 3.20 shows that All three algorithms attained PDR close to 100% but Ad-
ATMA has slightly higher PDR for large number of senders. It is because of the
Surplus Window of Ad-ATMA which helps to clear more data packets.
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Figure 3.21: Multi-hop: Latency vs data rate
Finally, the node degree is set to 10 and the data rate is varied from 0.4 pkts/sec to
5 pkts/sec. We observe in figure 3.21 that Ad-ATMA produces up to 9% and 23% less
latency than those of AdAMAC and ATMA respectively.
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Figure 3.22: Multi-hop: PDR vs number of senders
In figure 3.22 Ad-ATMA has slightly higher PDR than ATMA and AdAMAC.
3.5.6 Energy Consumption for single-hop networks using bursty traffic model
We vary the number of nodes from 2 to 20 to analyze and compare the energy con-
sumption of Ad-ATMA , AdAMAC and ATMA. We simulate the three algorithms until
all the senders deliver their all generated packets to the intended receivers.
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Table 3.1: Energy Consumption Comparison in Joules
Nodes Ad-ATMA AdAMAC ATMA
2 2.60 2.61 2.61
4 5.22 5.24 5.25
6 7.85 7.88 7.91
8 10.49 10.53 10.58
10 13.15 13.21 13.27
12 15.83 15.90 15.98
14 18.54 18.62 18.70
16 21.25 21.35 21.44
18 24.00 24.09 24.20
20 26.76 26.87 26.96
In each algorithm nodes consume the same amount of energy during data periods
as they send same number of packets. During ADV period of ATMA, RSV period of
AdAMAC, and Contention period of Ad-ATMA all nodes are awake. Nodes consume
energy by sending, receiving or idle listening during this time. We approximate the
amount of time used for sending, receiving and idle listening by the nodes and calculate
the total energy consumed during the simulation time. We use energy parameters of
MicaZ motes [1, 4] to approximate energy consumption. MicaZ motes consume 17.4
mA current while transmitting and 19.1 mA current while receiving and idle listening.
Assuming 3V batteries, transmission takes 52.2 mW and reception and idle listening
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takes 59.1 mW. We simulated the three algorithms for a fixed number of packets and
measured total energy consumption.
As presented in table 3.1, we found that Ad-ATMA consumes slightly less energy
than those of AdAMAC and ATMA because it delivers packets faster on the whole.
Figure 3.23: Latency vs Number of senders
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3.5.7 Results for Single-hop networks using random traffic model
Nodes deployment and packet generation rate in random traffic model are similar with
the bursty traffic model. In this model the performance of the algorithms are evaluated
and compared based on random traffic. Figure 3.23 shows that Ad-ATMA has 11–40%
and 14–76% less latency than AdAMAC and ATMA respectively. The Packet delivery
rate is plotted in figure 3.24 and all the algorithm deliver almost all the packets.
Figure 3.24: PDR vs Number of senders
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Figure 3.25: Latency distributions of delivered packets
Figure 3.25 shows the latency distribution when the number of senders 20. It is
seen from the figure that the variation of latency of Ad-ATMA is less than AdAMAC
and ATMA.
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Figure 3.26: Latency vs Data rate
Similar to bursty traffic model we vary the data rate from 0.4 pkts/sec to 4.3
pkts/sec by fixing the node at 10 and observe the effect on latency and PDR in fig-
ure 3.26 and 3.27. Ad-ATMA reduces the latency upto 40% than AdAMAC and 50%
than ATMA. Also Ad-ATMA delivers 13% and 27% more packets than other two algo-
rithms respectively. The improvement in PDR is more pronounced from 2.12 pkts/sec
to 4.3 pkts/sec.
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Figure 3.27: PDR vs Data rate
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Figure 3.28: Latency distributions of delivered packets (1.69 pkts/sec)
The latency variation of delivered packets is shown in figure 3.28.
3.5.8 Results for Multi-hop networks using random traffic model
Multi-hop network is created by deploying nodes in a 300m x 300m area. the node
degree is varied between 2 to 13. Random traffic model is used to generate packets.
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Figure 3.29: Multi-hop: Latency vs Number of senders
In figure 3.29, it is shown that Ad-ATMA has almost 15-30% less latency than
AdAMAC and 17-60% less than ATMA. The improvement is less than Single-hop
networks due to the collisions of hidden terminal problem.
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Figure 3.30: Multi-hop: PDR vs Number of senders
The PDR of Ad-ATMA , AdAMAC and Ad-ATMA are shown in figure 3.30.
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Figure 3.31: Multi-hop: Latency vs Data rate
Now we fix the number of nodes to 10 and vary the data rate from 0.4 pkts/sec to
4.3 pkts/sec. As shown in figure3.31 Ad-ATMA provides upto 32% latency reduction
over AdAMAC and 64% latency reduction over ATMA.
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Figure 3.32: Multi-hop: PDR vs Data rate
We also plot the PDR of the three algorithms in figure 3.32. The PDR of Ad-ATMA
is slightly higher than AdAMAC and ATMA.
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Chapter 4
ResVMAC: A Novel Medium Access Control protocol
for Vehicular Ad hoc Networks
In this chapter, we present our novel MAC protocol ResVMAC for VANETs. Before
that, we review some existing TDMA-based MAC protocols for VANETs that are
related to our work in section 4.1. We describe ResVMAC in section 4.2. In section
4.3 our network model and metrics are described. Finally, performance evaluation
results of ResVMAC are presented in section 4.4.
4.1 Related Work
Like WSANs, various MAC protocols have been proposed and implemented for VANETs.
We begin by explaining the IEEE 802.11p [57] protocol because this is the common
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standard for vehicular communication protocols. Later, we focus our attention on some
existing TDMA-based protocols.
Figure 4.1: US DSRC spectrum assignment
4.1.1 The IEEE 802.11p standard for VANETs
The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) of USA provides 75 MHz of fre-
quency spectrum from 5.850 GHz to 5.925 GHz for Dedicated Short-Range Com-
munications (DSRC) technology in order to facilitate vehicular communications [32].
DSRC is a technology for short to medium range communication that is operable in
the 5.9 GHz frequency band in order to provide public safety and also used in private
applications [32]. The 75 MHz frequency spectrum is divided into seven channels and
the bandwidth of each channel is 10 MHz. One of the seven channels (channel 178) is
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designated as the control channel (CCH) and is reserved for control information and
safety applications. The other six channels are called service channels (SCHs) and
support non-safety applications. Figure 4.1 shows the frequency spectrum allocation
for CCH and SCHs.
Figure 4.2: Protocol stack of WAVE(adapted from [13])
The IEEE 1609 family of standards, shown in figure 4.2, is an architecture for
Wireless Access Vehicular Environment (WAVE) that specifies the protocols for the
communication between vehicles and between vehicles and Roadside Units (RSUs)
[2]. The IEEE 1609.4 standard of this family mainly focuses on the development of
the MAC layer and the Physical layer. According to the specification of the IEEE
1609.4 standard, time is divided into sync intervals. Each sync interval consists of
a 50ms CCH interval (CCHI) and a 50 ms SCH interval (SCHI) as shown in figure
4.3. During the CCHI all nodes listen to the CCH for emergency messages and if a
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node wants a specific service then it tunes to the SCH in which that service is provided
during SCHI.
Figure 4.3: CCH interval and SCH interval
The WAVE architecture uses the IEEE 802.11p protocol in the physical and link
layers. The IEEE 802.11p protocol is a part of the IEEE 802.11 [30] standard. It
relies on the DSRC frequency spectrum (figure 4.1) for communications. In the early
versions of IEEE 802.11, all classes of traffic (such as voice, video, and data) are
treated with the same priority. The IEEE 802.11e protocol provides different priorities
for different traffic. It uses AIFS (Arbitration Inter Frame Space) instead of DIFS. To
support Quality of Service (QoS) it uses different AIFSs and CWs for different types of
traffic. IEEE 802.11p extends IEEE 802.11e in order to support QoS for various classes
of traffic that are available in VANETs. Our objective is to develop a MAC protocol
for broadcast communications in VANETs without providing QoS guarantees. QoS
guarantees are more relevant to unicast communication, so we will not discuss further
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about how to provide QoS guarantees in VANETs.
One of the limitations of the IEEE 802.11p is that it is not suitable for broadcast
communications. The RTS/CTS mechanism is not applicable when vehicles broad-
cast packets because if a vehicle broadcasts a RTS packet then all the active one-hop
neighbours will broadcast their CTS packets. As a result the channel will be accessed
by multiple nodes. Moreover, the hidden terminal problem cannot be alleviated with-
out the RTS/CTS mechanism in the IEEE 802.11p. Another problem is that broadcast
communications do not use ACKs. In unicast communications, the receiver replies
with an ACK if it successfully receives a packet from the sender. If the sender does
not receive any ACK in a certain amount of time it doubles the CW and retransmits the
packet again. Since packets are not retransmitted in broadcast communications, the
CW remains fixed all the time. Having a fixed CW increases the probability that two
nodes pick the same random value and therefore collide when there is more traffic in
the network.
Figure 4.4: L, R, and F sets in a VeMAC Frame (adapted from [40])
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4.1.2 VeMAC
VeMAC [40] is a multichannel TDMA based MAC protocol which reduces the prob-
ability of collisions by using different sets of time slots for the vehicles moving in
opposite directions and RSUs. Similar to the WAVE, it has one control channel (CCH)
and multiple service channels (SCHs). Each vehicle uses two transceivers. Transceiver
1 is for CCH and transceiver 2 is tuned to one of the SCHs. Each vehicle is considered
to be equipped with a GPS to find its current position and direction. Time is partitioned
into frames, and frames are divided into many slots. Each frame has three sets of slots
L,R, and F (figure 4.4). The sets L and R are assigned to the vehicles of opposite di-
rections and the set F is used for RSUs. In this protocol, each vehicle must access a
CCH slot in each frame. The CCH slot is used to send
• its SCH slot number in which it provides the non-safety services,
• its direction and position, and
• the CCH time slots of all one-hop neighbours.
Thus each vehicle gets an equal chance of accessing the SCHs. Each vehicle also
knows about the slots used by its one-hop neighbours and two-hop neighbours by
analysing the packets received from its one-hop neighbours and thus avoids collisions
due to the hidden terminal problem.
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Figure 4.5: Slot allocation using VeSOMAC (adapted from [62])
4.1.3 VeSOMAC
Vehicular Self-Organizing MAC (VeSOMAC) [62] is a novel MAC protocol for vehicle-
to-vehicle communications that uses the DSRC standard. It provides quick message
delivery with deterministic delay bounds. Each vehicle gets its slot based on its loca-
tion. Figure 4.5 shows the slot assignments of 4 vehicles labelled as B, C, D, and E.
As vehicle B is ahead of all other vehicles, B accesses the channel first. After that C
gets access to the channel, followed by D and E, in that order. If an accident occurs in
front of B then this information can go to E within one frame while a regular TDMA
based technique would take three frames. Each packet has two parts: a header fol-
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lowed by a data part. Each vehicle puts a bitmap vector in the header which is used to
exchange the relative transmission times of all one-hop neighbours. In order to send
up-to-date information each vehicle sends a packet in each frame. So a vehicle learns
about its one-hop and two-hop neighbours’ transmission times by receiving bitmaps
from its one-hop neighbours. This helps to avoid collisions and also alleviates the
hidden terminal problem.
4.1.4 TC-MAC
The IEEE 1609 architecture uses a single DSRC radio in order to support both safety
and non-safety applications. The safety application packets must be broadcast by each
vehicle at least once in every 100 msec. So, each vehicle contends in the CCHI in
order to broadcast safety application packet. If the number of vehicles increases then
some vehicles cannot get enough time to broadcast the safety application packets in
every 100 msec. So, the duration of CCHI must be increased and the duration of SCHI
must be reduced in order to retain the 100 msec requirement of safety application
packet broadcast [59]. A Cluster-based TDMA scheduling MAC (TC-MAC) [12] is
proposed to overcome this problem. It uses a method that allows vehicles to broadcast
both safety and non-safety application packets without compromising one of them.
In TC-MAC, a centralized approach is used to manage the cluster, and a lightweight
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TDMA-based slot reservation technique is used to reserve slots.
4.1.5 RR-ALOHA
RR-ALOHA [18] is a distributed protocol that divides time into fixed length virtual
frames. Each virtual frame has a fixed number of slots [1 . . . N ] known as Basic Chan-
nels (BCHs). A virtual frame consists of previous N observed BCHs. A vehicle must
reserve a BCH in order to access the wireless channel. At first, a vehicle monitors the
channel for one virtual frame if it wants to send data. Then it contends for an unas-
signed BCH by broadcasting a FI (Frame Information) packet in that BCH. The FI
packet contains the request for the reservation and the status of the perceived BCHs of
the previous frame. Thus a node would know which BCH is reserved by which neigh-
bour and which BCH is free. Each FI packet also includes some other information
which will be described later. The FI packet that is used for reservation is known as a
REQ packet.
Now let us consider that a vehicle V wants to reserve a free BCH j. So it broadcasts
its REQ packet in j after observing the channel for one virtual frame. Then it waits
for the FI packets from its active one-hop neighbours. The active one-hop neighbours
broadcast their views of the previous virtual frame through their FI packets in their
reserved BCHs. The one-hop neighbours that hear the REQ packet of V properly,
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assigns j to V in their FI packets. But they make j free in their FI packets if they hear
collisions in j. If j is assigned to V by all the active one-hop neighbours in their FI
packets then V starts to access the channel in j from the upcoming next frame and
continues to broadcast its FI packets in j until a collision occurs. So Each vehicle
knows about its two-hop neighbours by receiving the FI packets from its active one-
hop neighbours and this helps to avoid the hidden terminal problem.
Figure 4.6: Propagation of FI packets
Figure 4.6 shows the exchange of FI packets among vehicles. In this figure, five
vehicles are used and they are labelled as A, B, C, D, and E. The circles represent the
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radio range of each vehicle. [Sk-5 . . .Sk+5] represent the BCHs from time k− 5 to k+5
respectively. Each virtual frame consists of five BCHs. For the sake of simplicity let us
assume that all vehicles other than E have already reserved their BCHs. E has started
monitoring the channel from slot Sk. B has two one-hop neighbours A and C so B
includes A and C in its FI packet (FI-B) and broadcasts the FI-B in its own BCH Sk+1.
C has B and D as one-hop neighbours. So C includes B and D in FI-C and broadcasts
it in Sk+2. A has one one-hop neighbour B and B is included in FI-A that is broadcast
in BCH Sk+3. D only knows about C because E has not sent any REQ packet yet. As E
sensed the channel for one virtual frame so it received the FI-D at Sk+4 and knows that
C is using BCH Sk+2. Thus E does not reserve Sk+2 to avoid the collision with C. It
also knows that other three BCHs (Sk, Sk+1, Sk+3) of the previous frame were free and
it can choose any one of the three free BCHs. So it broadcasts FI-E in Sk+5. D receives
FI-E properly and includes E in its FI packet. So C also knows about E after receiving
the FI-D.
4.1.5.1 Detailed Structure of the FI packets
Each vehicle that has reserved a BCH sends its FI packet along with a payload. The FI
packet contains as many fields as the number of BCHs in a virtual frame. Each field
includes the following information which is shown in figure 4.7
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• STI (Source Temporary Identifier) : The STI is used to uniquely identify the
vehicle that has reserved this BCH. It is 8 bit long.
• PSF (Priority Status Field): The 2 bit long PSF sets the priority of the transmitted
data.
• BUSY : If this BCH is free then BUSY bit is 0 otherwise 1.
• PTP : This bit is used to set up point-to-point communication.
Figure 4.7: FI packet structure (RR-ALOHA)
4.1.6 Cooperative ADHOC MAC (CAH-MAC)
CAH-MAC [15] improves the reliability of RR-ALOHA by introducing cooperative
communication. A packet may fail to reach its destination due to poor channel con-
ditions. In CAH-MAC, one-hop neighbours of a sender cooperate with the sender by
retransmitting the packet to the receiver. As shown in figure 4.8, CAH-MAC uses the
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same packet fields like RR-ALOHA and in addition, a cooperation header field is in-
troduced. A node C can cooperate only if the direct transmission from node A to node
B fails, C receives the packet from A successfully, B is reachable from C and there
is an available time slot for B to retransmit the packet to C. If the node C decides to
cooperate then it sends the following information to A in its reserved time slot.
• Its intention to cooperate.
• The time when transmission failure has occurred.
• The available time slot when it wants to retransmit the packet to the receiver.
The one-hop neighbours of C that also want to cooperate do not do so after receiving
the packet from C.
If more than one node that are not in each other’s radio range want to retransmit a
packet in the same time slot, then the destination node D selects the node E which sent
its intention to cooperate first. D sends an A-ACK at the beginning of the time slot
selected by the nodes containing E’s ID. So nodes other than E do not transmit. Thus
collision due to hidden nodes is avoided.
Figure 4.8: CAHMAC packet structure (adapted from [15])
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4.1.7 RR-ALOHA+
RR-ALOHA+ [21] improves the performance of RR-ALOHA by overcoming some of
its limitations. In RR-ALOHA, the BCH reservation of a sender becomes invalid if at
least one active one-hop neighbour of the sender says that the BCH is free. This can
happen due to a collision or because the one-hop neighbour has just entered into the
sender’s radio range and has that BCH unassigned. Intuitively, the reservation should
not be cancelled for a newly entered vehicle, and RR-ALOHA+ prevents this from
happening. Moreover, RR-ALOHA+ proposes that the status of each BCH should be
refreshed after a certain amount of time to avoid the propagation of outdated informa-
tion. In RR-ALOHA, the BUSY bit is used to identify whether a BCH is busy or free.
A BCH may be free due to a collision or because no vehicle has reserved it. Using
1 bit it is not possible to identify all the three states. So, RR-ALOHA+ uses an extra
bit known as COL bit. Now all the states of a BCH can be represented correctly using
BUSY bit and COL bit which is shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Status of BCH in RR-ALOHA+
BUSY COL STATUS
0 0 free
1 0 busy
0 1 collision
1 1 unused
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4.1.8 MS-ALOHA
As mentioned, RR-ALOHA+ uses the BUSY and COL bits to identify the states of a
BCH. From the table 4.1, it can be seen that the last combination is unused. In MS-
ALOHA [52], a vehicle sets both the BUSY bit and COL bit of a BCH to 1 if this BCH
is used by one of its two-hop neighbours. So after receiving a FI packet, if a vehicle
A that wants to reserve a free BCH, finds that the BUSY and COL bits are set to 1
then it knows that this BCH is being used by a vehicle B that is three hops away. A
does not reserve this BCH to avoid collisions that may occur if A and B move towards
each other. If a vehicle receives [1, 0] and [1, 1] for the same BCH, it means that two
vehicles are using the same BCH of which one vehicle is two hops away and another
one is three hops away. So it considers [1, 0] to be the status of that BCH.
4.1.9 MARR-ALOHA
In RR-ALOHA, a vehicle broadcasts a packet (FI or REQ) at the beginning of its
reserved BCH. So a collision occurs if more than one vehicle broadcast their packets
in the same BCH. MARR-ALOHA [35] uses CSMA and a backoff algorithm within
a BCH to reduce the possibility of collision of REQ packets and FI packets. The FI
packet is not transmitted at the beginning of the BCH; rather the transmission starts
after FI Backoff Timer (FIBT) is over. The FIBT is a backoff timer whose value
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depends on the following two parameters:
• Backoff Unit: The time unit of the FIBT.
• Max Backoff: The maximum number of Backoff Units.
So the value of the FIBT can be expressed as Backoff Unit x K where K is a random
positive number less than the Max Backoff.
If a vehicle senses the transmission of a packet before the expiration of its FIBT
then it gives up its attempt and tries to reserve another free BCH. The backoff timer
value for the REQ packet is larger than the FIBT and a REQ packet does not interfere
with the transmission of the FI packet. To avoid the collision between REQ packets, a
shorter REQ packet is used. A REQ packet includes the following:
• the STI (Source Temporary Identifier) of the vehicle.
• the priority of the data.
• BUSY bits for all BCHs of the previous virtual frame.
If two REQ packets collide at a common neighbour, then the common neighbour
indicates this in its next FI packet. If a common neighbour gets more than one REQ
packets for a specific BCH, it selects one vehicle for that BCH using an arbitration
mechanism and indicates this choice in its FI packet. So after receiving the FI packet
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from the common neighbour other candidate vehicles quit their intention to send their
FI packets in that BCH.
Figure 4.9: FI packet structure (MARR-ALOHA)
A vehicle that is three hops away can move into the one hop neighbourhood very
quickly if it moves with high speed. So it is important to get an idea about the status of
each BCH in the three hop neighbourhood. So, an extra field COUNT (8 bits) is added
to each BCH in the frame structure of MARR-ALOHA, as shown in figure 4.9. The
COUNT field of a BCH indicates the number of two-hop neighbours of a vehicle that
are using this BCH. The number of three-hop neighbours of a vehicle that are using
this BCH is the summation of COUNTs received from all one-hop neighbours of that
vehicle. Ideally, this value should be small to reduce the possibility of collisions. Like
MS-ALOHA, it also uses COL and BUSY bits in order to describe the condition of
each BCH.
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The above mentioned distributed TDMA-based protocols attempt to reserve packet
transmission slots quickly. Notable among these are MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA.
In MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA, a vehicle cannot reserve an available BCH im-
mediately after sending its REQ packet. In each protocol, the vehicle waits one frame
to get BCHs from all the active one-hop neighbours, and checks that the neighbours
acknowledge its BCH reservation attempt. It starts sending data from the next frame.
Our proposed ResVMAC algorithm outperforms MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA
by reserving BCHs more quickly which is described in the following section.
4.2 Algorithm ResVMAC: Our Proposed MAC protocol
In VANETs, network topology can change very quickly due to the frequent and fast
movement of vehicles. So it is better to reserve BCHs as quickly as possible. In
our proposed distributed TDMA-based MAC protocol, ResVMAC, we use a faster
reservation scheme to reserve the BCH more quickly than MARR-ALOHA and RR-
ALOHA. ResVMAC is described next.
4.2.1 Frame Structure
ResVMAC uses the same frame structure like RR-ALOHA and MARR-ALOHA as
shown in figure 4.10. It divides time into fixed length virtual frames. Each virtual
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Figure 4.10: Frame and Basic Channel structure of ResVMAC
frame consists of a fixed number of BCHs. A vehicle that wants to send data must
reserve a free BCH first.
4.2.2 REQ packet and FI packet
Similar to RR-ALOHA and MARR-ALOHA, ResVMAC uses a REQ packet to reserve
an available BCH. The REQ packet of ResVMAC is shorter than that of RR-ALOHA
and MARR-ALOHA, because it contains only the sender address and the free BCH
number that the sender wants to reserve. After reserving a BCH, a sender periodically
sends FI packets in its reserved BCH until a collision occurs or it releases the BCH
voluntarily. The FI packet contains the status of the slots of the previous frame. Similar
to MS-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA, ResVMAC also uses COL and BUSY bits in each
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FI packet to represent the status of each BCH correctly. Moreover, the COUNT field
of MARR-ALOHA is inherited to estimate the number of vehicles using each BCH in
three hop neighbourhood.
4.2.3 BCH Structure
If a vehicle wants to reserve an available BCH then it estimates the total number of
available BCHs in the upcoming frame by monitoring the previous frame. The first
free upcoming BCH is known as the contention BCH for this vehicle. The contention
BCH has two parts– a Priority period followed by a Reservation period.
Figure 4.11: Collision between the BCH packets (B and C have reserved the same
BCH and they enter each other’s radio range at the beginning of F k)
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The Priority period has the same function as the Max Backoff of MARR-ALOHA.
It is used to prioritize the vehicles that already have BCHs over the vehicles that want to
reserve one. Moreover, it reduces the possibility of collision between vehicles that have
reserved the same BCH. Vehicles that wish to send data contend in the Reservation
period to reserve an available BCH. Like the Contention BCH, the reserved BCH also
starts with the Priority period.
Figure 4.12: Collision between the BCH packet and the REQ packet ( B and C enter
each other’s radio range at the beginning of F k and B wants to reserve the BCH which
is occupied by C)
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4.2.4 Priority period
If a vehicle B sends its FI packet in its reserved BCH or REQ packet in an available
BCH immediately after entering into the radio range of another vehicle C that has
already reserved that BCH then the FI packets of B and C or the FI packet of C and the
REQ packet of B collide with each other as shown in figure 4.11 and figure 4.12.
To avoid the collision between the FI packet and the REQ packet, vehicles that have
reserved BCHs start transmitting their FI packets in the Priority period and the vehicles
that want to reserve available BCHs send their REQ packets in the Reservation period.
So, if a vehicle B wants to reserve a BCH that is already occupied by another vehicle
C then B postpones its attempt after listening the FI packet of C. In addition, to reduce
the possibility of collision between the FI packets the Priority period is split into m
microslots. Each vehicle that wants to send its FI packet randomly selects a microslot
number from [1 . . .m] in the Priority period and initializes a countdown timer with that
number. The vehicle whose timer reaches to zero first start transmitting its FI packet
and all other vehicles that want to send their FI packets in the same BCH cancel their
reservation and attempt to reserve available BCHs in the upcoming Contention BCH.
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Figure 4.13: Reservation of available BCH
4.2.5 Reservation period
The Reservation period is divided into n microslots. If a vehicle wants to reserve an
available BCH, it randomly selects a microslot number in [1 . . . n] in the Reservation
period and uses it as the initial value of a countdown timer. When the value of the timer
becomes zero the vehicle broadcasts its REQ packet. The free BCH number indicated
in the REQ packet is reserved by the sender if all the active one-hop neighbours receive
the REQ packet as shown in figure 4.13. If any collision occurs at any active one-hop
neighbour during this transmission, the neighbour broadcasts a NACK which is shown
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in figure 4.14. Moreover, if the sender wants to reserve a BCH that is already reserved
by one of its two-hop neighbours then the common neighbour broadcasts a NACK
after receiving the REQ packet. If the sender receives NACK from at least one of its
active one-hop neighbours then it contends again in the upcoming contention BCH for
an available BCH. Other one-hop neighbours that want to reserve an available BCH
freeze their timers during this whole transmission. They resume their timers when the
transmission is over and try to reserve one of the remaining available BCHs if there is
enough time left.
Figure 4.14: Negative Acknowledgement from node B
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4.2.6 Broadcasting data
The sender starts broadcasting data in its reserved BCH if it does not receive any
NACK from its active one-hop neighbours. If more than one receivers reply with
NACKs then a collision occurs and the channel remains busy. The sender interprets this
as a NACK. It is worth pointing out that sensing a busy channel in wireless networks
has been shown to be feasible in many papers, e.g. [47, 42, 63].
4.2.7 Alleviating the Hidden Terminal Problem
In ResVMAC, collisions may occur during the transmission of REQ packets due to the
hidden terminal problem. However, since the REQ packet is very small in length, the
probability of such collisions happening is low.
4.2.8 Significance of Negative Acknowledgement
In VANETs, vehicles can move very fast so it is necessary to establish communication
link with neighbouring vehicles as quick as possible. The NACK helps the colliding
senders to get the collision information immediately after the collision. So the collid-
ing senders can contend for the remaining available BCHs very quickly. Moreover,
if a sender sends a REQ packet for a BCH that is already reserved by another vehi-
cle then the common neighbour sends a NACK immediately after getting the REQ
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packet. Thus the sender knows that the BCH is already reserved by one of its two-hop
neighbours and postpones its attempt. As a result the collision is prevented.
4.3 Experimental setup for comparing TDMA-based protocols
In this section, we describe our model and metrics that we have used to evaluate the
performance of ResVMAC, MARR-ALOHA, and RR-ALOHA.
4.3.1 Model and metrics
In our model, we assume each vehicle can move with a fixed velocity along a circular
road. The circle has a radius of 1 km. The road has two lanes with 5 m width as shown
in figure 4.15. All the vehicles in a lane move in the same direction and vehicles in the
other lane move in the opposite direction. The duration of each BCH is very small, so
our simulations assume that the vehicles change their positions after each frame rather
than after each BCH. This road model is used so that the performance of our proposed
protocol can be analysed when vehicles of one lane speed past vehicles in the other
lane. The vehicles are placed on the road using a Poisson distribution. For simplicity,
we do not consider Minimum Safety Distance (MSD) in our model. Thus we ignore
physical collisions among vehicles as they move. We use a simple packet generation
model that assumes that each vehicle generates one packet in each frame.
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Figure 4.15: A circular road with two lanes
We use average time responsiveness, average number of packets delivered and the
average number of collisions to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. The aver-
age time responsiveness is defined as the average amount of time each vehicle takes
to reserve a BCH. To evaluate the time responsiveness we consider the vehicles mo-
tionless and examine how quickly the vehicles reserve their BCHs. We calculate the
average number of packets delivered by considering that each vehicle moves with a
fixed velocity on the road for a certain amount of time. In both cases, we calculate the
average number of collisions.
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4.4 Results and Comparison
We implemented RR-ALOHA, MARR-ALOHA, and ResVMAC in Matlab R2013a.
The transmission rate is assumed to be 10 Mbps. This is consistent with the hard-
ware available currently. We averaged the measurements over 50 runs. The duration
of a BCH is set to 0.5 ms. For ResVMAC, the duration of one microslot is 0.01 ms,
and the duration of a REQ packet and a NACK packet are 0.03 ms and 0.01 ms re-
spectively. The duration of a REQ packet for MARR-ALOHA is set at 0.06 ms and
for RR-ALOHA it is set at 0.5 ms. The Priority period and the Reservation period
of ResVMAC are set to 0.05 ms and 0.45 ms respectively. The Max Backoff and the
Backoff Unit of MARR-ALOHA are considered 5 and 0.01 ms respectively.
4.4.1 Average Time Responsiveness and Average Number of Collisions
We simulated 200 vehicles on the circular roadway. We evaluated the average time
responsiveness of RR-ALOHA, MARR-ALOHA, and ResVMAC for 35, 45, and 55
BCHs per frame when the radio range is 200 m. In a second set of simulations, we
used 55, 65, and 75 BCHs for a radio range of 300 m.
Figure 4.16 to figure 4.18 show the number of frames needed to reserve a BCH by
each vehicle when the radio range is 200 m.
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Figure 4.16: Average Time Responsiveness for 35 BCHs/ frame (radio range= 200m)
Figure 4.16 shows the time responsiveness when the BCH per frame is 35. ResV-
MAC takes only one frame when MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA takes 8 frames
and 11 frames respectively. Note however, that most of the vehicles reserve their
BCHs within 6 frames in MARR-ALOHA and 8 frames in RR-ALOHA.
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Figure 4.17: Average Time Responsiveness for 45 BCHs/frame (radio range= 200m)
The time responsiveness for the 45 BCH per frame is shown in figure 4.17. All the
vehicles reserve their BCHs in the first frame in ResVMAC. Seven frames is needed
for all nodes to reserve the BCHs in MARR-ALOHA, and eight frames are needed for
the same in RR-ALOHA.
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Figure 4.18: Average Time Responsiveness for 55 BCHs/frame (radio range= 200m)
In figure 4.18, we see that for 55 BCHs per frame, all vehicles get their BCHs in
one frame using ResVMAC but need six frames in MARR-ALOHA and seven frames
for RR-ALOHA.
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Figure 4.19: Average Time Responsiveness for 55 BCHs/ frame (radio range= 300m)
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Figure 4.20: Average Time Responsiveness for 65 BCHs/frame (radio range= 300m)
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Figure 4.21: Average Time Responsiveness for 75 BCHs/frame (radio range= 300m)
A similar set of results are obtained when the radio range of each vehicle is set to
300 m. Figure 4.19 through figure 4.21 compares the average time responsiveness of
ResVMAC to RR-ALOHA and MARR-ALOHA for 55, 65, and 75 BCHs per frame.
We observe again that ResVMAC has lower Average Time Responsiveness than RR-
ALOHA and MARR-ALOHA.
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Figure 4.22: Average Number of Collisions while reserving BCHs (radio range=
200m)
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Figure 4.23: Average Number of Collisions while reserving BCHs (radio range=
300m)
Figure 4.22 and figure 4.23 show the number of collisions that occur during REQ
and FI packet transmission for different number of BCHs per frame and different radio
ranges. Since the REQ packet of ResVMAC is shorter, the possibility of collisions
occurring is low, and this is confirmed in both figures. Almost all the vehicles have
reserved their BCHs with very few collisions. On the other hand, the REQ packet
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of MARR-ALOHA is larger than ResVMAC so more collisions occur in MARR-
ALOHA. We also observe that the number of collisions in RR-ALOHA is more than
ResVMAC and MARR-ALOHA because of its larger REQ packets.
4.4.2 Average Number of Packets Delivered and Average Number of Collisions
In this set of simulations, we placed 100 vehicles in one lane and 100 vehicles in the
other lane. Each vehicle moves on the road with a randomly chosen velocity between
10 km/h and 60 km/h and the velocity remains fixed throughout the simulation time.
The radio range is set to 200m.
Table 4.2: Average Number of successful broadcasts
BCH/frame ResVMAC MARR-ALOHA RR-ALOHA
40 4960.6 4918.1 4950.5
45 4963.0 4940.3 4955.0
50 4990.1 4951.8 4969.0
The simulation time is set 100, 112.5, and 125 sec for 40, 45, and 50 BCHs per
frame respectively so that each vehicle has the chance to broadcast upto 5000 pack-
ets. Table 4.2 shows the average number of packets delivered for different numbers
of BCHs per frame. We observe that the average packet delivery in ResVMAC is bet-
ter than MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA, implying that ResVMAC can reserve the
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channel quickly, and delivers more packets than MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA.
The mean collisions per vehicle is plotted in figure 4.24 which shows that ResV-
MAC has less number of mean collisions because it has smaller REQ packet than
MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA.
Figure 4.24: Average Number of Collisions per Vehicle (radio range= 200m)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter we summarize our contributions and provide some future directions to
improve Ad-ATMA and ResVMAC.
5.1 Our contributions
WSAN MAC algorithm: We proposed algorithm Ad-ATMA that improves on the
performance of ATMA algorithm. Recall that the ATMA algorithm was shown to out-
perform other existing algorithms for networks with medium to heavy loads. Our im-
provement was proposed after studying ATMA and seeing that nodes were sometimes
unable to send packets because they were waiting behind other nodes. We alleviate
the problem by dividing the contention window in ATMA into two parts, called the
Selection Window and Surplus Window. If a node wants to reserve a data slot, it con-
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tends in the Selection Window. Nodes that are still waiting to send at the end of the
Selection Window get a chance to transmit their ADV packets in the Surplus Window.
Of course the sizes of these windows are crucial since decreasing the Selection Win-
dow increases the probability of collisions. So, we choose the best Selection Windows
for different number of senders through experiments so that the benefit of splitting the
contention window outweigh the loss due to the collisions. Our simulations show that
Ad-ATMA improves on a state of the art algorithms ATMA and AdAMAC in terms of
latency and PDR while using slightly less energy than them.
VANET MAC algorithm: As mentioned before, VANET topologies can change
very quickly due to the high mobility of vehicles. The distributed TDMA-based pro-
tocols all attempt to achieve quick reservation of packet transmission slots (BCH) by
vehicles that wish to send packets. Notable among these are MARR-ALOHA and
RR-ALOHA. The vehicles using these protocols monitor the status of the BCHs at
least one frame before they attempt to reserve a free BCH. They send REQ packets
in the free BCHs that they want to reserve and wait for positive acknowledgements
from their one-hop neighbours. After getting positive acknowledgements, they start
sending data from the next frame. So, in these protocols vehicles waste two frames
before sending data. For a highly dynamic technology like VANETs, quick reserva-
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tion is very important. We designed ResVMAC to use a faster reservation scheme. In
ResVMAC, if a node wants to send data it contends for a free BCH in the contention
BCH by selecting a random number within the Reservation period. If it does not get
any NACK from the one-hop neighbours immediately after its REQ packet transmis-
sion, it sends data in its reserved BCH. On the other hand, if it gets at least one NACK
then it contends again in the next contention BCH. Thus ResVMAC allows vehicles to
reserve BCHs quicker than MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA which is showed in our
simulations. As ResVMAC uses smaller REQ packet than MARR-ALOHA and RR-
ALOHA, we also observe in our simulations that ResVMAC produces fewer collisions
than MARR-ALOHA and RR-ALOHA.
5.2 Future Directions
• WSANs are increasingly designed with mobile nodes. Therefore, the most im-
portant extension of Ad-ATMA would be to mobile networks.
• We have simulated Ad-ATMA using Matlab R2013a. We have plan to imple-
ment it on sensor hardware.
• Mobility patterns have a big impact on the performance of VANET MAC algo-
rithms. We have used a simple mobility model (a circular road with two lanes) to
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evaluate the performance of our proposed VANET MAC algorithm ResVMAC.
We plan to simulate more complex mobility models and see how ResVMAC
performs.
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